EuRIC joins the European Paper Recycling Council to achieve European Green Deal targets

Getting paper recycling to even higher levels and improving the recyclability of paper based products - this is the main mission of the European Paper Recycling Council, an industry platform gathering associations along the paper value chain. This value chain is now further completed as EuRIC is signing the declaration on paper recycling.

EuRIC is the umbrella organisation for European Recycling Industries and represents large companies and SMEs, involved in the recycling and trade of various resource streams. ERPA, the recovered paper branch of EuRIC, represents the interests of companies involved in the collection, processing, recycling, transportation, and trade of recovered paper and has been together with Cepi a founding member of the European Recovered Paper Council, EPRC’s ancestor.

EuRIC’s membership comes at a time of Covid-19 induced restrictions on collection and sorting of paper for recycling. Suspended collections or closed sorting centres have an immediate effect on the whole value chain, due to its high level of circularity.

Angelika Christ, chairwoman of the EPRC adds to that: “It is critically important that collections of paper for recycling continue throughout the lockdown period as their reduction could undermine the efforts done by our sector. Over the past decades, the paper value chain has gone through major efforts to achieve high recycling rates. Today, production especially of packaging papers depends largely on recycling. If this input is disrupted, supply with paper products may become very difficult.”

As the COVID-19 pandemic moved health and social preoccupations to the top of the EU agenda, the European institutions are already developing an ambitious programme for a green recovery.

In a circular economy, value chain approaches are of particular importance to find the right economic solutions. The EPRC gathers European associations from the collection to paper manufacturing and converting to discuss and provide solutions for the paper value chain. It is looking forward to supporting the European Union in the implementation of the Circular Economy Action plan and help reaching the ambitious targets set for recycling of various waste streams.

Hans van de Nes, President of ERPA is very pleased to be a part of the European Paper Recycling Council. “Recovered paper is an extremely valuable resource as the current crisis further highlights. It is instrumental to strengthen the paper value chain be it in today’s difficult times as well as to achieve long term targets set by Europe’s Green Deal and further boost paper recycling in Europe. That’s why EuRIC is pleased to join the EPRC”.

http://www.paperforrecycling.eu
For further information, please contact Ulrich Leberle at u.leberle@cepi.org or +32 479 905 921

For further information about EuRIC, please contact Julia Blees at jblees@euric-aisbl.eu

For press related enquiries, please contact Claire Couet at c.couet@cepi.org

Note to editor:

The European Paper Recycling Council (EPRC) was set up as an industry self-initiative in November 2000 to monitor progress towards meeting the paper recycling targets set out in the 2000 European Declaration on Paper Recycling. Since then the commitments in the Declaration are renewed every five years. In 2017 the EPRC committed itself to meeting and maintaining both a voluntary recycling rate target of 74% in the EU27 plus Switzerland and Norway by 2020 as well as qualitative targets in areas such as waste prevention, ecodesign and research and development. In 2017, Signatories of the ERPC are ACE, CEPI, CITPA, EMFA, ETS, FEPE, INGEDE and INTERGRAF. Supporters are Afera, EuPIA, FINAT, FEICA and RadTECH Europe. DG Environment and DG Grow of the European Commission are permanent observers to the EPRC.